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Early career workers‘ statements on
workplace learning – Retail
SAM: I learned a lot [in a particular site] on a
personal level, making me feel stronger. I was
still a boy when I entered there and came out
as a man.”
“[My supervisor] could have said ‘put this
number there’ – but then you learn nothing.
He really made me think for myself. And so I
do it myself.”
Sam* (20-24) Management trainee

BE1

SOLVEIG: Because I haven't just ... So
everything is very scheduled.
Interviewer: Yes and controlled and so
yes?
SOLVEIG: There is not ... There is not ...
Yes it is very ... It is very routine. You do
the same thing every day.

Solveig* (20-24)
Fresh food sales assistant

DK1

Early career workers‘ statements on
workplace learning – Metals
“Little by little they teach you [the trade
as] they put you in different tasks. In the
company, they want me to be [fully
skilled] and that I am able to [perform
quality control], to learn how to ride
[heavy production facilities] – because if
one day something comes up you can do
everything”

Martin (20-24) Assembler

ES1

“Yes. I put the preparations in the machine, I
judge what kind of instrument I should use, I set
it too in the machine. The machine is program
operated […]And that is it generally.” - “If there
is a difficulty or problem, we turn to [the
superior]. If it turns out he can’t decide either,
we turn to the workshop manager or the
engineer-in-chief. In general, the engineer-inchief is the one most responsible for
everything, and if there is a problem, it always
comes to him to decide.“
Snejana (30-34), Lathe-milling machine
BG1
operator

Early career workers‘ statements on
workplace learning – Adult Education
“So, I had really a tough time,
muddling through all these challenges
at once, there I had my learning by
doing. Nothing, no educational
programme, had prepared me for
that.”
“I don’t think, that it is only about
school education, I don’t. That training I
did, has really – well, I really profited a
lot from it, yes – but I think as well, that
everything is about learning by doing.”
Nesrin (30-34) Teacher for Adult Basic
AT1
Education

“Occasionally, there have
been tough situations, they
simply take place from time to
time. However, in the
proverbial 99,8 per cent of
cases, in day-to-day
interactions, there is simply
nothing which comes close to
a real burden.”

Georg (30-34) Teacher for
Adult Basic Education

AT1

The learning potential of the workplace
How to explain poor and rich learning while working?

Role of
„organisational
agency“

Accounts pointing to
extended workplace learning

Features of
the workplace
Day-to-day
informal
learning in
the
workplace

Role of
individual
agency

Accounts pointing to
limited workplace learning

17 case studies, 72 learning biographies
Empirical base for case study/the learning biographies– on
average 16 Interviews per case study
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17 organisational case
studies across 3 sectors and
9 countries,
16 interviews each (8 with
management, 8 with early
career workers)

4 representatives of the management (general/HRD/line-management) (2
interviews per person) and (where available) one worker interest representative
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Experience of 4 Early Career
Workers
(up to 10 years of
experience in the current
field) against the backdrop
of one organisational case –
Constructing 72 Learning
Biography Vignettes

Young
worker

Young
worker

Young
worker

Young
worker

4 Early career workers employed at the case study organisation (< 10 years of
tenure) At least 2 in-depth interviews per person

5 Case studies in the Retail Sector, 3 countries involved:
Belgium (2 case studies) Denmark (1 case study)
Estonia (2 case studies)
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4 Case studies in the Metals/Machinery Sector
2 countries involved:
Bulgaria (2 case studies) Spain (2 case studies)
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The Iceberg Metaphor revisited –
Informal learning as the base of learning in adulthood
Visible/direct measurement

Formal and non-formal
education/learning

Not visible/indirect measurement only

Intentional informal learning
Unintended learning by
participation in various activities

Own summary based on Tough 1979
Livingstone 1999, 2010; Roger 2014

Multiple and
strong relationships between

III. HE for adults
Courses;
distant ed.
workshops,
conferences;
Guided on the job
training*;
private tutoring

II. Second Chance Education

Proxi indicator in
various surveys (e.g.
AES, EWCS, PIAAC)

I. Basic Education

Gainful Work

Civic activity related

Liberal adult education

Coaching
/ informal
FAE
NFE tuition
Coaching
/
informal
Coaching
/
informal
Coaching
/
informal
tuition
tuition Informal Learning tuition
Random
(nonintentional)

IFL*

Participation in an activity; membership
in a community/social network;
membership in an organisation;
experience of an environment providing
new experiences

Leisure related
(music, arts, sports)

Coaching / informal tuition
Guided visits
Learning-group
Practice
Leisure activities
Non-guided visits

Partly covered by AES

Full-time;
Part-time;
Modular; distant

Covered by the LLL-Indicator

VII. Con.
Corporate
VI. Pro- Higher
Continuing
V. Formal fessionalEducation training vocational
ALMP
CorporateEducation
education
(non-formal)
Training
IV. Retraining
training
training
Family, Care, Health

The paradox of
being interested
in adult learning
and measuring
adult education

Civic and voluntary work
Household and care work
Manual of Learning activities
Forms of provision
Field of practice related to types of education/learning

Source: Own description

% of employed 15+ with participation in
further education (at least once in the past 12 months)

Cross-tabulation of answers to the item
“My current job requires that I keep learning new things”
and participation in organised learning –
Respondents 15+; year of reference (2010)
100,0%
90,0%
80,0%
70,0%
60,0%
50,0%
40,0%
30,0%
20,0%
10,0%
0,0%
Not at all true

A little true

with training mainly employer sponsored

Quite true
with training mainly private

Very true
without training

Source: ESS Round 5: European Social Survey Round 5 Data (2010). Data file edition 3.4. NSD - Norwegian Centre for Research Data, Norway – Data
Archive and distributor of ESS data for ESS ERIC. doi:10.21338/NSD-ESS5-2010.; Own calculations based on the weighted data; Design weight ,
Population size weight;

Individual Agency in workplace learning
With Emirbayer and Mische (Emirbayer et al., 1998), we focus on the ways individuals apply
their agency by relating domains and time, that is by accommodating to each other the
social domains an individual takes part in and by relating to different temporal modes –
the past, the future, the present. We study how early career workers integrate their
workplaces into other parts of their life and how they make sense of their past experiences
and their anticipated futures when applying themselves in the present moment.
In accordance with Emirbayer and Mische as well as Karen Evans (2007, 2011), we take
agency as a fundamentally relational concept, meaning that, the individual
opportunities to act are constituted by – enabled and limited – a totality of social
relations, conceptionalised as a (Bourdieusian) social space with individual positions defined
as holding more or less power over others populating the same space.
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Analysing the evolving Life Structure over the
life course for exploring individual agency
Gainful Work
Daniel Levinson
(*New York 1920-1994)
Social Psychology

Intimate Relationships, close friendships

Balancing and
Compensating

Family,
family and home work
Self-care
(Body, Health, religious activities
Well-being, recreation)

Latest representation of Life Structure:
Levinson, Daniel J. (1980). Toward a
Conception of the Adult Life course.
In Neil J. Smelser & Erik H. Erikson (Eds.),
Themes of work and love in adulthood
(pp. 265-290). Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press.

(Organised) Leisure activities,
Activities with friends
Civil society, volunteer work

All areas provide
‚reasons for‘ and
‚motivation for‘
learning and
‚triggers‘ for
participation in
educational
activities; to a
certain extent, one
area can make up for
restrictions in an
other area
Source: Based on Levinson 1980,
own description

Timing of interviews

Life course

Age < 20
Gainful
work

Worked in a
small retail
supermarket

Life Structure

Family

Age 20 >

Worked in a gas station
kiosk

Her dad (and
family) think she
works in low status
job and can do
better

Intimate
relations

Moved in her
own apartment –
youth study
apartment

Lived with
her mom
and dad

Cleaning
service

Heavily impacted
all of her life social and
professional

Selfcare

Organised
leisure

Fresh fruit sales assistant –
cold cuts and freeze

Go to fitness

Dairy sales assistant – milk
and cheese

Plans for the
future – be a
manager for her
own supermarket
within retail

Her boyfriend
was prisoned.

So tired when she come
home from work – just
watch TV. No time to do
anything else than
commuting and working in
the enterprise

Starting to inquire and read
into what is needed to
become a clerk

Use all her leisure time on
visiting her boyfriend

Civic
engagement

Organised
learning
Lower secondary
school

Policies
supporting/
failing to
support
learning

Solveig‘s
evolving life
structure

Started upper vocational
education (industrial
painter) but stopped

Was boring and
just the same

Basic
programme at a
upper vocational
education
institution retail

Dream –
change
profession and
become a
lawyer’s clerk
Apprentice contract with the enterprise – mostly
assistant work and some school stays

Low work
motivation and
reduced learning
possibilities but she
fight to get it
improved

After dropping out of
the IVET of choice, she is
trapped in an exhausting
job offering little
learning (despite her
IVET program)
- A vital private crisis
fuels a desire to prepare
for breaking out

Life course

Snejana‘s
evolving life
structure

Timing of interviews

Age 20

Job in
Textile
industry

Life Structure

Birth 1st
child

Leaving
home

Family

Stay and take on
more complex roles

On/off-thejob training
Divorce

Marriage

Intimate
relations

Worker at the present metal company

Birth 2nd
child

Student
jobs

Parental Leave

Gainful
work

Age 30

Selfcare

Organised
leisure
Dream in Childhood
– Becoming a
Mathematician
teacher

Civic
engagement

Organised
learning

Policies
supporting/
failing to
support
learning

Upper
secondary
school

University studiesteacher education
(mathematics)

(No support available)

Driving
Lessons

Accepting a by comparison
decently paid, yet semiskilled job, with limited
learning in day-to-day work,
for which she is
overqualified; giving the
needs to support her family
priority; nevertheless
positive about her job, with
the prospect of growing
into an internal trainer
position soon

Life course

Various office jobs

Life Structure

Family

Selfcare

Organised
leisure
Civic
engagement
Organised
learning

Policies
supporting/
failing to
support
learning

„Of course, I got
married and had
my first child in
the meantime.“

Birth of
first child

Wedding

Intimate
relations

Parental
leave

Job in
tourism

Job in
tourism

Capitalising on her own
‘emancipatory experience’ of
combining gainful work and raising a
family against the backdrop of
conservative religious family of
origin, building on own experiences
with a variety of further education
Course
VET school programs for rushing in the
Adult
administrative
(business)
assistant in
the
ISCED11 3 Education Field; fully embracing
special field
teacher Job-related
role asFEher ‘calling’
Preferred school type
for girls among
conservative Muslim
milieus in Vienna

Adult Basic
Educator

Plans for the
future – Focus
on ABE

Various office
and retail jobs

Birth of
2nd child

Gainful
work

Age 30

Parental
leave

Age 20

Buying an
apartment

Nesrin‘s
evolving life
structure

Timing of interviews

Home making

Meeting
friends

Preparatory
Apprenticeship exam for
adults
ISECD11 3

Train the
trainer
course

Funding by PES
(supporting during parental leaves and phases of
unemployment)

Course
ABE
teacher
Further training for
ABE teachers

Funded by
Ministry of
Education

Individual agency in workplace learning
– Key Findings
• Individual agency is key both at transition points in the life course
(with more than two thirds of research participants showing nonlinear, punctuated life courses!) and for living up to the needs and
opportunities of a current workplace, held over longer stretches of
time
• Results confirm and illustrate, that the life trajectory and the evolving
life structure are actually essential for understanding why someone is
taking advantage of opportunities for workplaces learning or not
• Developing one’s identity is a key driver – Institutions matter insofar
as they provide a base of identiy development.

“organisational agency”
As a metaphor, [in analogy to individual agency], organisational agency refers to a
specific source explaining why there is such a variety of organisations in place, a
question, which could not be answered by relying on the environmental context alone. However,
it is fully accepted that what is captured by organisational agency does not refer to a sole
(reified) ‘super actor’, but needs to be understood as the intended or unintended outcome of the
behaviours shown by various strata of the members of the organisation.
As for (bounded) ‘individual agency’, ‘organisational agency’ is used here as a shortcut for
addressing the considerable leeway available for forging quite different compromises
between the members of an organisation and across the lines of managerial and nonmanagerial personnel in particular. Organisations with quite different make-ups, speaking of
their overall composition out of groups (e.g. managerial vs non-managerial) and how its
members relate to each other, are able to drive and survive in their environments.
Hefler 2019
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Mapping the Organisations studied
High

Rich workplace learning for a
majority of employees
“discretionary”

Rich workplace learning for a
minority/moderate workplace
learning for the majority “lean”

Quantity of Skills/
knowledge in use

ES1

SK1

ES2
Adult
SK2education

IT2

UK1
UK2

AT1

BG2

IT1
AT2

BE1
BE2

BG1

EE1

DK1

EE2

Low

Moderate workplace learning for a
majority of employees “simple”

Weak

Rich workplace learning for a
minority/poor workplace learning for
the majority “tayloristic”

Separation of complex (non-routine) and elementary (routine) tasks

Strong

Organisational agency in
workplace design
• Managers find it difficult to talk about the leeway at hand in organising
work – the given ways of work organisation are often ‘taken for
granted’
“Indeed, we suggest that very often managers are unaware they even
have “choices” to make. That is, while work design choices exists “in
theory,” managers might often rather unconsciously accept the status
quo, or make decisions rather automatically in line with coercive,
mimetic, or other pressures, failing to give work design explicit
consideration unless there is a specific precipitating trigger to do so.”
(Parker, Broeck and Holman, 2017), 296

Take home message for
Lifelong Learning Policy Making
• For increasing participation in organised learning of members of
vulnerable groups, the ways in which work is organised is vital:
without improving conditions at work, for many groups,
participation in organised education remains difficult or even
pointless
• LLL research needs to make better use of the results available in
the sociology of work, workplace learning and the cross-country
comparative research on industrial relations.
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